A mission
intime

A presentation of Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB

Sweden has radioactive waste. That is the
point of departure for SKB’s mission.
Most of the waste comes from nuclear
power, but some also comes from medical
care, industry and research. No matter what
you may think about nuclear power, the
waste exists today.
We must deal with it now and not leave
the work to future generations. That is
Sweden’s common responsibility.

Visitors to CLAB – Central interim storage facility for spent nuclear fuel

A mission of

national
interest
In 2060 SKB will have existed for nearly 90 years.
And that may be the end of it. Around that time we
expect to have completed our mission. Then we plan
to close the repository containing all spent nuclear
fuel produced in Sweden. And there it will lie, deep
down in the crystalline bedrock. Only after around
100,000 years will the radioactivity have declined to
the same level as that of the quantity of uranium ore
from which the fuel was originally fabricated.
An important environmental project – a company’s
history. All during the course of a century. A brief instant amongst the billions of years of our earth’s
past and future.
Now we would like to present SKB to you. A company whose activities radiate along two timelines.
They run parallel to each other and will take you both
back and forward in time. One is short, about 100
years, and starts in our present-day society. The
other is almost incomprehensibly long and is subject
to nature’s own laws.
Both timelines are equally important in the fulfilment of our mission. The laws and rules of both
nature and society must be respected.
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It is the 1970s. The foundation is being laid for SKB – the company whose mission
today is to manage and dispose of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive waste.
The ultimate purpose is to protect human health and the environment, in both the
short and long term. It is a national mission, formulated by the Government and
the Riksdag (Swedish parliament).

our company actually
arises at the same instant Sweden decides to generate electricity from nuclear power. But it will take a few years
before the company is formed. The
nuclear power industry is concentrating on building nuclear power plants and supplying them with
fuel. How the radioactive waste will be managed is
not a top-priority issue. Many people probably
think the problem will be solved quickly and easily.
“The fuel will be reprocessed abroad and stay
there,” is the general perception.
This is the way people are thinking in the
1960s and early ’70s.
But this will soon change.

T

HE NEED FOR

Radical change
The ﬁrst reactor is put into commercial operation
in 1972 at Simpevarp, near Oskarshamn. The following year, the nuclear power utilities form
Svensk Kärnbränsleförsörjning AB, SKBF, which
subsequently changes its name to Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB (the Swedish Nuclear Fuel
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and Waste Management Co). The initiative
comes from the Government, who want to have a
single organization to deal with nuclear fuel. The
company’s primary mission is to coordinate the
supply of nuclear fuel.
However, the Government is beginning to realize that Sweden does not have a programme for
the management of spent nuclear fuel and other
radioactive waste. Now they want to coordinate
nuclear waste management as well. A committee
of inquiry for nuclear waste management is created,
known as the AKA Committee. Their report
proposes that Sweden build a central storage facility for spent nuclear fuel and prepare for ﬁnal disposal in crystalline bedrock. However, the report
does not lead to a Government Bill.
In 1976, Sweden gets a new Government after
an election campaign in which nuclear power was a
major issue. Now a radical change takes place in
how nuclear waste management is viewed. The new
Government’s policy statement declares that “the
nuclear power utilities shall demonstrate an absolutely safe method for disposal of the spent fuel.”

According to Swedish law, anyone who generates electricity by means of nuclear power must also
manage and dispose of the waste in a safe manner.
The Swedish nuclear power producers have jointly formed Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB, SKB.
On behalf of them we are responsible for research, development, planning, construction and operation
of the waste facilities. Our work is overseen by regulatory authorities and the Government.

Six months later the Stipulations Act is passed.
It states that the reactors that are under construction may only be started if certain stipulations are
fulﬁlled. The law offers two alternatives for the
spent nuclear fuel: reprocessing and ﬁnal disposal
of the high-level waste or ﬁnal disposal of the nuclear fuel without reprocessing.
The nuclear power utilities in Sweden now
bear responsibility for disposal of the waste from
their electricity generation. The Stipulations Act
puts pressure on them. Many reactors are in the
process of being built or designed, and a solution
must be found – otherwise they may not be taken
into service.
Nuclear Fuel Safety Project
Two agreements are signed in 1977 and 1978 with
a French company for reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel from Swedish reactors. The latter
agreement is submitted in support of an application for operating licences for four of the reactors.
The KBS Project is commenced when the
Stipulations Act is passed. (KBS stands for Kärn-

bränslesäkerhet = Nuclear Fuel Safety). The goal
of the project is to arrive at a method for disposal
of the nuclear waste. To start with it is run directly
by the nuclear power producers, but later becomes a department within SKBF. For several
years the project works with vitriﬁed waste from
reprocessing.
In the third report, published in 1983, a
method for “direct disposal” is presented. This
means that the fuel is not reprocessed prior to
ﬁnal disposal. The report recommends a ﬁnal
repository in the Swedish crystalline bedrock,
with barriers of natural materials. This is the
method we are still working on, our main track.
Today it is called the KBS-3 method and will
probably be used the day we build a deep repository for the spent nuclear fuel.
The Swedish system takes shape
SKBF also plans for a system that can handle all
the kinds of radioactive waste that arise in a nuclear power plant. This is in keeping with the proposals presented by the AKA Committee. The
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waste is divided into different categories depending on its radiotoxicity. The largest portion in
terms of volume, approximately 90% of the
waste, arises during the operation of a nuclear
power plant. It is called operational waste. Compared with the nuclear fuel it is easier to handle.
A ﬁnal repository for the operational waste –
SFR – is planned and built outside Forsmark, and
is completed in 1988 (see page 21). It is decided
that the spent nuclear fuel will be kept in interim
storage for around 30 years prior to ﬁnal disposal.
This is to be done in a facility at Oskarshamn,
which is completed in 1985 (see CLAB, pages
21–22). Establishing these facilities is an important step in a national programme for management of the radioactive waste. The programme
provides for management and disposal of all nuclear waste.
With this, our company begins to discharge
the producer responsibility imposed on the nuclear power utilities by the Government and the
Riksdag.
The Government says yes
In 1984 the Government decides that the KBS-3
method “in its entirety has been found essentially
acceptable with regard to safety and radiation
protection.” (Government decision of 28 June
1984.) This means that the Government accepts
direct disposal as a feasible method and acknowledges that the geological conditions necessary
for such disposal exist in Sweden.
The new Nuclear Activities Act of 1984 gives
the reactor owners full technical and ﬁnancial responsibility for the waste. That same year, SKBF
is reorganized and becomes Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB (the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Co). We are now given responsibility for all nuclear waste management.
This means that reprocessing is no longer required to be allowed to operate the reactors.
From 1985, when CLAB is put into operation,
there are no practical reasons for sending spent
nuclear fuel to reprocessing either.
The money exists
Everyone who uses electricity generated from
nuclear power also bears ﬁnancial responsibility
for management and disposal of the waste. The
money exists today. For every kilowatt-hour of
electricity generated by nuclear power, about one
öre (a tenth of a euro cent) goes to the Nuclear
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Waste Fund. The money in the Fund ﬁnances research, development of technology, facilities and
all other investments related to nuclear waste
management in Sweden.
Swedish law requires SKB to develop a solution
now, and it is best to do this while the necessary resources and expertise still exist. In 50–60 years the
deep repository for spent nuclear fuel will be
closed and sealed. But the fuel will be hazardous
for a much longer time, about 100,000 years.
Let us therefore switch to the long timeline. It
is governed by the laws of nature and originated
several billion years ago.
Declines with time
Spent nuclear fuel contains many radioactive substances, or “radionuclides”. They are very toxic
and hazardous. But their radioactivity declines
with time. This occurs as the radionuclides (isotopes) are transformed into stable substances. The
radioactivity of the waste, and thereby its toxicity,
is therefore of limited duration. We speak of a
radionuclide’s half-life; this is the time it takes for
half the number of atoms in the nuclide to disintegrate. Certain nuclides have a half-life of onemillionth of a second; the half-life of others, for
example natural uranium, is billions of years.
Natural processes ...
Radioactivity has always existed around us. It is a
part of the natural birth, growth and evolution of
the universe. We are always surrounded by natural background radiation, which comes from the
bedrock and outer space. Radioactive substances
are also present naturally in our bodies.
We have a lot to learn by observing and investigating how nature deals with radioactivity, and
the heat that is generated when radionuclides
decay.
... and natural guidance
The spent nuclear fuel must be kept isolated from
all living things for a very long time. How do we
design a safe repository? And how can we know if
the repository will remain intact and undamaged
through the millennia?
These questions underlie our own solution for
the future, KBS-3. Using natural materials and
guided by nature’s own techniques, we have
adapted and reﬁned a method for ﬁnal disposal.
More about this in the next chapter, “A reﬂection of nature”.

DEEP REPOSITORY AND FINAL
REPOSITORY
The terms “final repository” and “deep
repository” are both used for the facility for
final disposal of spent nuclear fuel.
The designation “final repository” is used
in legal and regulatory texts. It emphasizes
the purpose of achieving long-term safety.
Final disposal must be safe even if there
are no institutional controls or supervision
in the future.
We also frequently use the term “deep
repository” for the facility in which the nuclear fuel is to be disposed of. The use of
this word emphasizes that disposal deep
down in the bedrock is necessary to meet
requirements on long-term safety. The term
“deep repository” also suggests that even
though the disposal is designed so that it
can be final, it is not irrevocable; it is possible to retrieve the fuel.

In the world of radioactivity

Radioactive waste is dangerous because it emits
radiation. But what exactly
is radiation? And what
kind of waste are we talking about? Let’s try to
clarify these concepts.
Radioactive substances emit radiation, and some of this radiation is
harmful to living things. Radiation
consists of energy in the form of
waves or particles.
DIFFERENT TYPES
OF RADIATION

Alpha radiation: Consists of positively charged atomic nuclei of the
element helium. Alpha particles are
emitted by heavy, unstable elements, such as uranium, plutonium
and radon. They travel only a few
centimetres in air and are stopped
by paper or clothing. This type of
radiation is harmful if you eat, drink
or inhale the radioactive substance.

Beta radiation: Consists of electrons. These particles travel up to
20 metres in air, but can be stopped by thick leather or a glass window.
Gamma radiation: Consists of
electromagnetic waves of very high
energy content. Gamma rays travel
hundreds of metres in air, but are
stopped by a metre or so of concrete, several decimetres of lead or
a couple of metres of water.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF WASTE

Operation of a nuclear power plant
gives rise to different types of
waste. This waste is divided into
different classes depending on
how radioactive it is.
Low-level waste (LLW), for example, consists of trash, scrap, insulating material and used protective
clothing. It has a very low radiation
level. Its radioactivity declines to
harmless levels after a few hundred years.
Intermediate-level waste (ILW)
consists primarily of the filter and
ion exchange resins that are used
to remove radioactive particles

A distinction is also made between
long- and short-lived waste, depending on how long the radionuclides remain in the waste. This determines what type of final disposal
is needed. Short-lived waste must
be kept isolated for up to 500 years
and long-lived waste up to 100,000
years to prevent radionuclides from
escaping into the environment.
Long-lived waste also includes certain internal reactor components,
for example control rods.
The illustration below shows
the total quantity of radioactive
waste that is estimated to be produced if today’s 11 reactors are
operated for 40 years. The volume,
about 250,000 cubic metres, corresponds to about one-third of the
Globen sports arena in Stockholm.

Spent nuclear fuel
about 20,000 m3

Decommissioning waste
about 150,000 m3

Other long-lived
waste about
20,000 m3

Operational waste
about 60,000 m3

Short-lived waste
up to 500 years
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from the reactor water. It has a
higher radiation level than the LLW
and must therefore be surrounded
by a radiation shield of concrete or
steel.
High-level waste (HLW) consists of
spent nuclear fuel, which must be
both cooled and radiation-shielded.

Long-lived waste
up to 100,000 years

WHAT IS SPENT
NUCLEAR FUEL?

Nuclear fuel consists of uranium
dioxide, a ceramic material. The
fuel takes the form of centimetresized cylinders, called pellets. The
pellets are stacked on top of each
other in bundles of tubes called
fuel assemblies (see figure). When
the fuel is used (spent), the entire
fuel assembly is removed and
dealt with as waste.
IN WHAT WAY IS IT
HAZARDOUS?

Before the fuel pellets have been
used in the nuclear power plants,
they are handled with only gloves
as protection. But after five years
in a reactor, the fuel emits so
much radiation that it is extremely
hazardous to be near without radiation shielding.
The spent fuel is hazardous in two
ways:
The gamma rays (direct radiation)
can penetrate into the body from
the outside.
The alpha particles can cause injury if substances from the fuel are
ingested via food, drink or inhalation.
HOW ARE PEOPLE AND THE
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTED?

The gamma rays from the nuclear
fuel are stopped completely by
concrete, lead or water (see page
10). After 1,000 years, most of
this radiation is gone.
In the long term, up to 100,000
years, it is the alpha radiation that
poses a threat. The fuel must not
dissolve so that released particles
can be ingested.
People and the environment are
protected by emplacing the fuel in
a deep repository about 500 metres down in the Swedish crystalline bedrock. The only way
radionuclides could be carried
away from the repository is by the
groundwater. But this is prevented
by multiple barriers (see page 14).

Fuel pellet of uranium
dioxide (natural size)

Fuel assembly
(length about 4 m)
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A reflection
of nature
Bentonite clay. Copper. Crystalline
bedrock. Nature’s own materials will be
used in the Swedish deep repository.
A dress rehearsal is currently being
conducted deep down in the Swedish
crystalline bedrock in the Äspö Hard
Rock Laboratory (HRL). Methods are
being tested and verified, conditions
analyzed and assumptions confirmed.
When the time comes for final disposal
of the spent nuclear fuel, we must be
ready with all the necessary knowledge.

E ARE ON Äspö, just outside of
Oskarshamn. This is where the
dress rehearsal prior to construction of the deep repository is
taking place. The scene is the 3.6
kilometre long and 460 metre deep tunnel that
comprises SKB’s underground research laboratory.
Here, in the nearly two billion year old crystalline bedrock, we are demonstrating how we
plan to build the deep repository. Here we are
also conducting various experiments to ﬁnd out
more about the method that will be used to isolate the nuclear waste from man and the environment.
Of course, there is no spent nuclear fuel here.
Otherwise it is very similar to a future deep repository. Most things are in place: the canisters, the
machines, the tunnels, and the boreholes where
the canisters will be emplaced.

W

Multiple barriers protect the ecosystem
The Swedish method for disposing of nuclear
waste is called KBS-3. The method entails encapsulating the spent nuclear fuel in copper canisters,
which are embedded in bentonite clay at a depth
of about 500 metres in the Swedish crystalline
bedrock. The principle is based on the use of

Cladding tube

Spent nuclear fuel

multiple protective barriers to isolate the fuel.
The barriers prevent the radionuclides from
being transported to the ground surface and into
the ecosystem via the groundwater.
The first barrier is a copper canister with an
insert of cast iron. The cast iron protects the canister against external pressure. The copper protects against corrosion in the oxygen-free environment that prevails in a deep repository. As
long as a canister is intact, no radionuclides will
escape.
The second barrier is a layer of bentonite
clay. The clay is a buffer that protects the canister
against movements in the rock and holds it in
place. The bentonite absorbs water while
swelling. Due to this property, the water is bound
in the clay and kept virtually immobile. The clay
also acts as a ﬁlter. If a canister should be
breached, most of the radionuclides will remain
in the canister. Most of the radionuclides that do
escape will be retained in the bentonite.
The third barrier is the crystalline bedrock,
which retards the transport of radionuclides up to
the ground surface. The primary purpose of the
rock is to give the canister a stable and protective
environment.

Bentonite clay

Surface portion of deep repository

500 m

Fuel pellet of uranium dioxide
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Copper canister
with cast iron insert

Crystalline
bedrock

Underground portion of deep
repository

PROTOTYPE REPOSITORY
One of the experiments in the
Äspö HRL is the Prototype Repository. Here, six canisters have
been deposited in the same manner as in the future deep repository. The canisters contain electric heaters that generate the
same amount of heat as the fuel.
Four of the canisters will be
stored for between five and
twenty years, the other two for
about five years. The canisters are
surrounded by bentonite clay and
the tunnels have been backfilled
with a mixture of crushed stone
and bentonite clay.

The fuel itself can also be regarded as a barrier.
It is ceramic in form and thereby highly insoluble
in water. As a result, the radionuclides are held in
place for a long time.
Why is it, then, that a deep repository is considered to be the most suitable method for safe
disposal of the nuclear waste? And why is it that
we have chosen disposal in crystalline bedrock for
our method, with the fuel surrounded by copper
and bentonite clay?
The answer is found in nature.
Nature shows the way
It is, of course, impossible to perform tests in laboratories that simulate conditions thousands of
years in the future. But guidance can be found in
nature. There are phenomena in nature that have
for billions of years exhibited the safety functions
that must exist in a deep repository. These phenomena are called natural analogues and show,
for example, how the spread of radionuclides and
radiation has been limited in a natural manner.
The KBS-3 method is based on barriers made
of natural materials. When the method was ﬁrst
developed in the 1970s, scientists soon realized
the wisdom of using natural materials, which are
stable and work well together.
Copper, for example, has been used in Sweden
since the Stone Age, and copper nuggets thousands of years old can be found in nature. This
made copper the obvious choice for the canister.
Over the years, SKB’s researchers have studied
natural analogues all over the world. Some of
them are presented on the next page. The analogues show what geochemical processes can be
expected to affect the deep repository over the
millennia.
Research refines and verifies
So can we just copy nature’s own solutions?
No, in designing the system the special properties of the waste must be considered in the light
of the repository environment. We must also
make sure that the different barriers will work together in a deep repository.
This is why the research in the Äspö HRL is so
important. Nowhere else can we see so clearly
how the materials interact and how they are affected by the surrounding environment.
Part of this environment is the groundwater,
the only medium that could transport the radionuclides out of the deep repository.
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The deep repository must be safe and isolate
the fuel for 100,000 years. For this reason, the
groundwater must fulﬁl certain requirements:
• It may not contain any free oxygen at the
depth where the repository will lie.
• It may have no more than 10 percent salinity.
• It must move very slowly in the fractures in the
rock.
All rock contains natural fractures in which the
groundwater normally moves slowly. The rock in
a repository must have so few and so small fractures that the groundwater ﬂow through the
repository is low. But at a certain distance from
the repository it is good if there are fractures.
These surrounding major fracture zones absorb
any future movements in the rock, thereby protecting the repository from stresses.
Requiring that the water around the repository
must be oxygen-free and have low salinity reduces
the risk that the copper canisters will corrode.
Tests show that oxygen does not usually penetrate
deeper than 100 metres in the rock, which is 400
metres above the level of the repository.
But couldn’t the chemical conditions in the
rock change?
Yes, and that’s why it’s important for us to conduct research on the groundwater system and
how it changes. We do this by, for example, studying the origin of the water and it’s composition
during different periods in geological history.
This research is also being conducted on Äspö.
From volcanic eruption to deep repository
Research on bentonite clay, which is formed from
volcanic ash, has been conducted for many years.
The properties of bentonite – it can be compacted when dry and swells on contact with water
– have been documented in laboratory studies and
practical tests.
Now the research is instead concerned with
how the clay behaves in a deep repository – how
it absorbs water, how the clay swells, and how it
reacts at different temperatures.
A leaktight canister
SKB’s Canister Laboratory is located by the harbour in Oskarshamn, a short distance south of
Äspö. Here the technology for welding the lid
onto the copper canister is being reﬁned, and
here the welded joints are checked to make sure

ITALY – CLAY THAT ISOLATES
In Dunarobba in Italy, there is a 1.5 billion year
old forest of tree stumps. The stumps, largely
unaffected by the ravages of time, were discovered in the late 1970s. The trees had not yet
begun to rot, and in fact had the same properties as fresh wood. This was because they had
been buried in clay. The clay had isolated the
trees from oxygen and water, preventing them
from decaying. In the deep repository, the bentonite clay will protect the copper canister in a
similar manner.

CANADA – NATURE’S OWN DEEP
REPOSITORY
Cigar Lake in Canada is the site of the world’s
richest uranium deposit. It is situated at a depth
of 430 metres and is surrounded by a layer of
clay up to 30 metres thick. The high concentrations of uranium here, in “nature’s own deep
repository”, are isolated from the surrounding
environment. The uranium ore can be compared
to the fuel to be kept in the Swedish deep
repository. The difference is that it is not encapsulated in a copper canister and that the clay
surrounding the uranium has poorer properties
than the one that will be used in Sweden. Nevertheless, the deposit, containing a million cubic
metres of uranium ore, has been stable for 1.3
billion years. The ore body shows no traces of
radioactivity on the ground surface beyond the
natural background radioactivity. There are similar deposits at other places in the world.

GABON – NATURE’S OWN NUCLEAR
REACTOR
Natural nuclear reactors existed in the bedrock in
Gabon in West Africa long ago. When geologists
in the early 1970s investigated a uranium deposit
here, they found something remarkable. The composition of the uranium was quite different from
that usually found in nature. It turned out that natural radioactive waste was present on the site.
Two billion years ago, groundwater penetrated
into the uranium ore, which was similar to today’s
nuclear fuel, and the reactors started.
The waste products formed were the same as
those in spent nuclear fuel. What was interesting
was that most of the substances, for example
plutonium, had only moved short distances in
the rock, despite less effective barriers than in a
future deep repository.

they are really leakproof. The welded joints are
examined by means of radiographic, ultrasonic
and eddy-current inspection. In the laboratory we
also test equipment for the encapsulation plant,
where the fuel will be encapsulated in the copper
canisters. The facility will be built at roughly the
same time as the deep repository.
Different welding methods
The challenge lies in ﬁnding the best welding
method for joining approximately 50 mm thick
copper (the thickness of the canister). The welded
joint must meet the same requirements as the rest
of the shell: it must not be a weak link, but must
also withstand high pressure and resist corrosion.
Two methods are being tested today: electron
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beam welding (EBW) and friction stir welding
(FSW).
EBW has been known since the 19th century,
but the method has never before been used to
weld such thick copper. The lid is placed on the
canister under vacuum. Then a powerful electron
gun shoots a beam of electrons into the joint and
welds the lid and the canister together while the
canister rotates. One of many steps in the procedure is focusing the electron beam. If the beam is
too wide the copper will run, and if it is too narrow defects are more likely to occur in the joint.
The other method, FSW, is a new technique
which is now being used on copper for the ﬁrst
time. Unlike with EBW, the copper does not melt
with FSW; it merely becomes soft on being

ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Geological disposal in the crystalline bedrock is
not the only possible method. SKB is keeping
track of the research on alternative methods and
is supporting a number of projects. The methods
being discussed seriously are transmutation and
variations of geological disposal in rock.
Some of the alternative methods mentioned in
the public debate are not feasible. These include
disposal in deep-sea sediments, which is prohibited by international treaties. Another alternative is
to launch the waste into space, which is not only
expensive and uncertain, but also requires reprocessing. Sweden has chosen not to reprocess,
since the method gives rise to plutonium, which
can be used for nuclear weapons. Moreover, it is
not economical at today’s uranium prices.
TRANSMUTATION
The word transmutation means conversion. In the
case of spent nuclear fuel, it refers to the fact that
long-lived radionuclides can be converted to shortlived or stable nuclides by bombarding them with
neutrons. The technique is still in the research
stage. It will not be ready for full-scale use for several decades.
A prerequisite for transmutation is that the
long-lived nuclides can be separated from the stable or short-lived nuclides in the spent nuclear
fuel. In other words, transmutation requires a prior
step – reprocessing. Reprocessing on an industrial

heated. Lid and canister are pressed together
with a force of 40 tonnes, and a rotating tool is
pressed into the joint with a force of up to 10
tonnes. In this way the material is heated and becomes soft. The tool works its way slowly along
the joint line, leaving a tightly sealed joint.
Crystalline rock meets requirements
Slowly but surely we are nearing the end of a very
large research project. Development of the KBS3 method started nearly 30 years ago, when the
ﬁrst steps were taken to ﬁnd a method for disposing of the Swedish nuclear waste. Early on in the
project, three natural settings were considered as
disposal environments: outer space, the deep seas,
and the Swedish crystalline bedrock.

scale is done today at plants at La Hague in
France, Sellafield in the UK and Majak in Russia.
Large investments of time and money are
required for the method to work on an industrial
scale. Only big countries or the EU have the
necessary resources. At present there are national
research programmes on transmutation in Japan
and France.
Transmutation will never be complete, however.
Some radioactive waste will always remain, which
means that a final repository will always be needed.
VERY DEEP HOLES
There are a number of technical solutions for disposing of spent nuclear fuel in rock, and the geological prospects for this solution vary in different
countries.
SKB has studied and evaluated several methods for geological disposal in Sweden. When technical, ethical and safety-related factors are
weighed together, disposal according to the KBS-3
method is found to be the method that best meets
the stipulated requirements.
Very Deep Holes (VDH) is a disposal concept
which we have evaluated. It entails that canisters
of spent fuel are stacked on top of each other in
holes that are three to four kilometres deep. The
technical difficulties encountered during drilling
can be great, and there is no technology today for
such drilling and deposition. Furthermore, knowledge of the rock at this depth is limited today.

When national rules governing nuclear waste
management took shape in the 1970s and ’80s, it
became clear that the waste had to be disposed of
on Swedish territory. Outer space and the deep
seas were thereby eliminated as options. International treaties also prohibit disposal in deep-sea
sediments.
This left the crystalline bedrock.
This is where the Swedish nuclear waste will
probably be disposed of. Other disposal methods
are still being studied. But the KBS-3 method is
the main alternative and meets the stringent
safety requirements. The method is a reﬂection
of nature where rock, copper and bentonite interact to resist groundwater flows, chemical
processes and rock movements.
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The Swedish system

This is how we manage Sweden’s
radioactive waste
Sweden has had a system of facilities that manage the country’s radioactive waste
since the 1980s. Most of the waste – operational and decommissioning waste –
can be disposed of directly. The spent nuclear fuel is interim-stored for about 30
years. Then the fuel will be encapsulated and disposed of about 500 metres down
in the Swedish crystalline bedrock.
What remains to be built are the encapsulation plant and the deep repository.
According to the current timetable, the deep repository will be ready for commissioning in 2017. The work of finding a suitable site is currently under way.
TRANSPORTATION

Since the Swedish nuclear power plants are situated
on the coast, the radioactive waste is transported by
sea. This is done by SKB’s ship m/s Sigyn. The ship
is specially built for this purpose. But safety is primarily guaranteed by the transport casks and containers,
not the ship itself. They have been designed to suit
the type of waste to be shipped and can withstand
extreme stresses. In the event of an accident they
retain their radiation-shielding properties.
The low-level waste (LLW) does not need any radiation shielding. It can therefore be transported and
stored in ordinary steel containers. The intermediatelevel waste (ILW), however, requires radiation shielding and is immobilized in containers of concrete or
steel at the nuclear power plants. The waste is then
transported in containers with up to 20 cm thick walls
of steel, depending on the type of waste.
High-level waste (HLW) requires both radiation
shielding and cooling during transport. The requirements on the casks used to ship HLW are therefore
extremely tough. The spent nuclear fuel is placed in
steel transport casks with walls about 30 cm thick.
External cooling fins dissipate the heat. The casks are
designed to withstand much greater stresses than
can reasonably be expected to occur during shipment. They must be able to withstand a free drop
from a height of 9 metres onto an unyielding surface,
fire for 30 minutes at a temperature of 800°C and an
external water pressure equivalent to a depth of 200
metres. Tough tests show that the casks meet these
requirements with ample margin.
Special terminal vehicles are used to transport the
waste to and from the harbours, at the nuclear power
plants and at the waste facilities.
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FINAL REPOSITORY FOR RADIOACTIVE
OPERATIONAL WASTE (SFR)

SFR was the first of its kind in the world when it was
built in the mid-1980s. The facility is a final repository
for radioactive operational waste. The waste has to be
isolated here for 500 years. After that its radioactivity
is comparable to that which occurs naturally in the
surrounding bedrock.
SFR is located at the Forsmark Nuclear Power
Station. Two tunnels, each a kilometre in length, lead
down to the repository, which is located about 50
metres beneath the seabed. There are four rock
vaults and one silo.
The site was chosen due to its nearly immobile
groundwater. The groundwater is the only medium
that could transport radionuclides from the repository.

Radioactive waste arising from medical care,
industry and research is also disposed of here. These
wastes are first treated and packaged at Studsvik.
CENTRAL INTERIM STORAGE FACILITY
FOR SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL (CLAB)

The nuclear fuel is removed from the reactor after
about five years. Then it is stored under water for at
least nine months inside the nuclear power plant before being transported to CLAB outside Oskarshamn.
During this initial storage period, the fuel loses 90
percent of its radioactivity.
The fuel is then stored in CLAB for around 30
years in water pools about 25–30 metres below the
surface of the ground. After interim storage in CLAB,
the radioactivity and heat output of the fuel has

SFR – Final repository for radioactive operational waste

is being developed and tested in SKB’s Canister
Laboratory in Oskarshamn. Here the method for
welding the lid on the canister is being developed,
and here the welded joints are inspected to make
sure they are truly leaktight.
DEEP REPOSITORY FOR SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

A single deep repository can hold all of Sweden’s
spent nuclear fuel. Above ground there will be an
industrial facility for handling of canisters and backfill material, such as bentonite clay. From this surface facility, a tunnel and a shaft will lead down to
the repository at a depth of about 500 metres. Here
a tunnel system will extend over an area of about
1–2 square kilometres. Holes will be bored in the
passages into which the canisters will be lowered
and packed in bentonite clay. Then the passages
will be backfilled with a mixture of clay and crushed
rock. (SKB is also studying horizontal deposition of
canisters together with the nuclear waste company
Posiva Oy in Finland.)
When everything is in place, the access tunnels
will be backfilled, sealing the facility. Then groundwater will slowly begin to seep into the repository.

declined by an additional 90 percent.
All handling of the fuel in CLAB takes place under
water. The water acts as a radiation shield while also
cooling the fuel. The decay heat generated by the
spent fuel is one reason the waste is interim-stored
prior to final disposal. If the radioactivity in the fuel is
allowed to decay, it will emit less heat in the deep
repository, which is an advantage.
We are building another rock cavern next to the
existing rock cavern with disposal pools – CLAB
stage 2. When it is put into service in 2004, we will
have enough capacity for interim storage of all fuel
from the Swedish nuclear waste programme.
ENCAPSULATION IN COPPER CANISTERS

After interim storage the fuel will be encapsulated
prior to final disposal. SKB plans to build this encapsulation plant adjacent to CLAB, as a preferred
alternative. But the site of the deep repository will
also be considered.
The plan is that the copper canisters for the fuel
will be fabricated in a separate canister factory.
The fuel will be taken from CLAB to the encapsulation plant, where it will be dried and placed in
the canister. Then a lid will be welded onto the canister and the canister will be inspected to make
sure it is leaktight.
The technology for encapsulation and inspection
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The bentonite clay around the canisters will swell and
fill the space between rock and canister. The waste
will thereby be isolated by multiple protective barriers.
To start with, SKB plans to deposit 5–10 percent
of the 4,500 canisters. The remaining canisters will be
deposited following an evaluation.
The deep repository does not require any controls

Nuclear power
plant

CLAB

m/s Sigyn

Medical care,
industry and
research

or surveillance by future generations, but is nevertheless being built in a way that allows retrieval of the
fuel. The planned system with a repository deep down
in the bedrock thereby solves the waste problem, but
will permit future generations to access the waste if
they want to.

Spent nuclear fuel
Operational waste

Encapsulation plant

SFR

Deep repository for
spent nuclear fuel
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Step
by
step
The road has been a long one. Step
by step we are approaching the time
for a decision on the choice of site for
the deep repository.
The work of finding a site for a
deep repository is a laborious
process. It is a national issue which
naturally involves painstaking preparations, ensuring the quality of the
rock and finding technical solutions.
But just as important is coming to an
agreement with a municipality and
winning the trust of those affected.

ET US FIRST take a look at the history
of SKB’s radioactive waste management
programme. What steps has SKB taken
to ensure that the programme will meet
the needs of society without posing a
threat to the environment?
As mentioned earlier, Sweden already has an
extensive system in place to deal with the waste
that is constantly being produced. At the same
time we are preparing for new facilities with the
aim of having everything ready when the time
comes to dispose of the spent nuclear fuel.
The Swedish programme has evolved over the
past 30 years in consensus between the nuclear
power utilities and political interests. During the
1970s, politicians and scientists gathered to lay
the foundation of a national programme. In the
’80s we built the ﬁrst facilities for management of

L
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Sweden’s radioactive waste: CLAB and SFR. In
the ’90s we built additional R&D facilities: the
Äspö HRL and the Canister Laboratory. These
new resources have given us greater knowledge
and expertise regarding the entire system.
This national Swedish model, based on consensus, is rather unique in an international perspective. Unlike most other countries, both Sweden
and Finland have national programmes that enjoy
broad acceptance among the population. An important part of this national mobilization is a clear
division of roles. The nuclear power utilities – the
producers – are responsible for management of
the waste. SKB, which is owned jointly by the nuclear power utilities, plans and executes the work
based on requirements deﬁned by politicians,
scientists and local residents.
The work of gathering material as a basis for
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selection and evaluation of a site for the deep
repository was begun at the end of the 1970s,
when investigations and measurements were carried out of the properties of the rock at some ten
sites in Sweden (1977–1985). These study site investigations showed that the geological prospects
for hosting a deep repository were good at many
places in the country.
Narrowing the choice
Then, in the early 1990s, general siting studies
were conducted all over the country. These studies rejected those parts of the country where the
bedrock is not suitable, such as the northern
mountains, the far south, and the islands of Öland
and Gotland. This left large parts of the rest of
the country. So there was great freedom in the
choice of site from a geological point of view.
Based on these general studies, feasibility studies
were planned in 5–10 municipalities, to be followed by detailed site investigations on at least
two sites before a ﬁnal candidate is chosen for detailed characterization.
Besides the quality of the rock, local opinion in
the municipalities was also considered crucial for
establishing a repository. The siting work was
therefore focused on municipalities with both
promising geological prospects and an interest in
participating. This work thus involved more than
just geological, scientiﬁc and engineering aspects.
Besides ensuring geological and engineered safety,
SKB had to win people’s trust and cooperation.
From Storuman to Oskarshamn
Discussions were held with many municipalities
and resulted in eight feasibility studies. In the feasibility studies we investigated the prospects for a
deep repository with regard to bedrock, land use,
transportation, environmental impact, various societal aspects, and so on.
Some municipalities, such as Storuman and
Malå, immediately expressed their interest. In the
municipalities where there are already nuclear facilities today, SKB took the initiative. This resulted in feasibility studies in Östhammar, Oskarshamn and Nyköping. At this point, the neighbouring municipalities of Hultsfred, Tierp and
Älvkarleby also announced their interest. So we
conducted feasibility studies there as well.
We have also conducted county-speciﬁc general
siting studies, which have shown that there are potentially suitable areas in nearly all municipalities.
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After the feasibility studies, Storuman and Malå
held referendums and said no to further investigations. SKB subsequently selected three municipalities: Tierp, Oskarshamn and Östhammar. In addition it was proposed that Nyköping, where test
drilling had previously been carried out, should
participate in further investigations. The proposals
were presented in 2000 in our report “Integrated
account of method, site selection and programme
prior to the site investigation phase”.
Two municipalities left
After extensive circulation for review and comment, the Government gave the go-ahead for further investigations in November 2001. In the
meantime, however, the municipal council in
Nyköping had decided that they didn’t want to
participate on the proposed terms. Tierp subsequently also said no to further investigations,
while Oskarshamn and Östhammar said yes.
Älvkarleby also said yes, but since the municipality’s participation was contingent on a yes from
Tierp, SKB discontinued all activities there. We
have a contact programme in Hultsfred so that
the municipality can follow our activities during
the next few years.
Both Oskarshamn and Östhammar have nuclear facilities today. If further investigations conﬁrm that geological conditions on these sites are
satisfactory, they offer considerable advantages.
Qualiﬁed personnel are already on hand, waste
shipments are minimized, and previous experience will facilitate the establishment of another
nuclear facility.
Investigating the rock
In 2002, SKB started site investigations at Simpevarp in Oskarshamn Municipality and Forsmark
in Östhammar Municipality. Here we are investigating the properties of the rock by means of measurements from the surface and in 1,000-metre
deep boreholes. A safety assessment will be performed based on these data. We are also conducting an inventory of natural and cultural values in
these areas, and studying how a deep repository
would affect the community. Furthermore, a hypothetical facility is being tailored speciﬁcally to
the particular site as regards bedrock, groundwater, environment and the viewpoints expressed in
consultations with affected parties (see page 31).
Site investigations are carried out in two
stages. To start with we make limited efforts to

A SITE INVESTIGATION INCLUDES THE
FOLLOWING:
• Investigate environment, ground and
bedrock using different methods.
• Inventory natural and cultural values in
the area.
• Examine how a deep repository affects
the community.
• Consult with nearby residents, public
authorities and other affected parties.
• Design a hypothetical facility tailored to
the site as regards bedrock, groundwater,
environment and the viewpoints
expressed in the consultations.
• Carry out a safety assessment for the
hypothetical facility based on the data
obtained in the investigations.

determine whether a site is still considered suitable
when data from great depth are available. The ﬁrst
stage is expected to be ﬁnished in the middle of
2005. This is followed by complete site investigations. It is these that provide the data needed for
repository design and safety assessment.
The investigations are expected to be ﬁnished
in 2007.

REGIONAL DECISIONS
AND LOCAL TRUST

Affected people
Local environmental
organizations
Municipalities
County administrative
boards

Applicable laws and rules
In order to build a deep repository and an encapsulation plant, SKB needs permits under various
laws:
The Environmental Code, which requires an
environmental impact statement (EIS). The EIS
must be appended to the application for a permit
to start construction. Applications under the Environmental Code are considered by the Environmental Court.
The Nuclear Activities Act, which describes
the rules governing the construction and operation of nuclear facilities. Applications under the
Nuclear Activities Act are submitted to the Government, delegates authority to the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI).
The Planning and Building Act, which concerns building permits and planning of the area.
Applications are processed by the municipality.
The site investigations are supposed to provide the data needed for these applications.
Consultation – having a say
Gaining a municipality’s permission and trust to
build a repository requires many discussions. This
local dialogue is an important ingredient in the
democratic consensus-building process. SKB has
worked for many years with information and dialogue in the areas where we operate, and we are
continuing these efforts during the site investigations.
The environmental impact assessment (EIA)
process involves discussions with authorities such
as county administrative boards and municipalities. But also with individuals who are likely to be
affected. The further along we come in the site
investigations, the more parties are invited into
the process. They may include other regulatory
authorities, neighbouring municipalities, and
members of the public and organizations who are
likely to be affected. The law requires both early
and extended consultations.
Only when all consultations are ﬁnished and
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SKB’s research
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Universities
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SSI and SKI

International contacts
Experts

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Government

REGULATORY REVIEW
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all the necessary material is available can the next
step be taken. This involves preparing applications for siting and building permits, accompanied by an EIS and other documents. The documentation is submitted to the Environmental
Court (pursuant to the Environmental Code) and
to the Government (pursuant to the Nuclear
Activities Act).
Properties of rock are crucial
Is the rock on the site good enough for a safe deep
repository? This is the most important question
to answer. To provide an answer, the results of the
investigations, including those obtained from
boreholes, will be used in safety assessments.
These calculate which factors may affect the
repository in the future and what the effects may
be. Over the next 100,000 years, for example, we
can expect new ice ages, rock stresses, and
changes in water ﬂows.
Another important question is the impact on
land and environment. The facility is planned
from the start to minimize the impact on the environment. During the site investigations we consider how the surrounding environment will be
impacted during construction and operation of
the deep repository. But safety-related aspects get
top priority.
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Mission

accomplished
– what then?
The year is 2060. SKB’s mission is completed. The deep
repository is closed and sealed.
But the repository will continue to function for 100,000
years, through ice ages and earthquakes. The next ice will
begin to advance across the land in perhaps 5,000 years
– a brief instant in time geologically speaking. For a man,
it is an eternity.
Towards the end of this century, the two timelines will
cross each other at a selected site in Sweden. How do we
at SKB reason about the time after 2060 – the post-closure
period?

What will happen on the site after the deep repository is built and SKB has backﬁlled the descent to the underground facility? Are there any advantages to having
the repository in the municipality? What about surveillance and record-keeping in
the future?
Already today, SKB devotes a great deal of effort to these questions. This includes
both research and development and the consultation process for the site in question.
Claes Thegerström, SKB’s President, and Olle Olsson, who is in charge of the
site investigations, present their views of SKB’s technical, scientiﬁc and moral
responsibility in the following.

according to plan,
SKB’s mission will be completed in 2060. It
may be a few years earlier or later, but this
year is – as far as we can predict today – a
reasonable endpoint. Then the repository
will slowly begin to adapt to the environment 500
metres down in the bedrock. During the ensuing
decades – up to 100 years – the groundwater will
return to its original level. The bentonite buffer
will become saturated with water, providing an
effective barrier around the copper canisters.
The repository will slowly become a part of
the Swedish bedrock, and after closure it should
not require surveillance. There may be some kind
of technical surveillance, but the safety of the
repository should not be dependent on human
activity.
Mission accomplished! Today’s generations
will have honoured their obligations, and the
deep repository will be our legacy.

I

F EVERYTHING GOES

Democratic consensus building
“Just as we are designing the deep repository with
the best interests of nature in mind, we are also
trying to design activities on the site with the best
interests of the community in mind. We allow all
stakeholders to have a say so that we can make the
most of the opportunities created by these activities,” says Claes Thegerström and continues:
“There are working groups in both Oskars34

hamn and Östhammar that are closely following
our work. The discussion during the next few
years will be concerned not only with the geological and technical issues, but also how the municipality can make something positive out of the siting. We are open to other ways of making use of
the assembled expertise and developing various
activities related to the siting and the deep repository. Spin-off effects, to use a popular expression.
“Such initiatives and local approval are the
municipality’s responsibility. We have no interest
in acting without the support and commitment of
the municipality. A facility such as this cannot be
established against the will of the municipality,”
stresses Claes.
Now or later?
It’s important for SKB to keep to the timetable.
The waste is an issue for today’s generations.
There is a national strategy with infrastructure
built, money set aside and expertise available.
Furthermore, we have developed a method that
reﬂects nature’s own processes, which can be
traced millions of years back in time. There is no
reason to wait.
There is, however, a contradiction in this argumentation. The importance of proceeding cautiously and allowing everyone to have a say is
stressed.
“From the perspective of nature’s timeline, it is

Claes Thegerström and Olle Olsson

of marginal importance whether we do it now or
later. The rock, the bentonite clay and the copper
will not get stronger if we wait 100 years. From
the perspective of the short timeline, it’s important to keep up the pace. We know today that the
rock will be the same in 100 or even 10,000 years.
But what about society? Will we still have today’s
resources, expertise and commitment in 100
years? History shows clearly how fragile all
human activity is. The more we delay acting, the
greater the societal uncertainties we have to contend with,” says Claes.
Olle Olsson adds:
“A good pace also gives the municipality an
opportunity to create added value around the
activity. Now, when the issue is topical, is the best
time to establish a centre of excellence in connection with the repository. We in Sweden – along
with Finland – are ﬁrst and leaders in the ﬁeld,
something we should take advantage of.”
Safety assessment – an important tool
The safety assessment is the tool SKB uses to ﬁnd
out how the deep repository changes over time
and what this means for long-term safety. Various
scenarios are explored to ﬁnd out if there is any
risk that the repository may harm man or the environment and, if so, how great this risk is.
The safety assessments help in deciding which
topics most urgently require further research.

The assessments also help in optimizing the design of the canister and formulating the requirements on the other barriers. When SKB applies
for permits to build the encapsulation plant and
the deep repository, the safety assessment is an
important supporting document. SKB’s most recent safety assessment, SR 97, was published in
1999. The safety assessment work is constantly
ongoing and new ones are in the works. The next
one is scheduled to be ﬁnished in 2005.
“We have good knowledge of what is happening in the rock, both geologically and hydrologically. We know an ice age is coming, perhaps in
5,000 years. We can calculate the land uplift and
how normal climate changes affect the rock at a
depth of 500 metres,” says Olle and continues:
“We learn most by looking back. We know, for
example, that ice sheets have advanced over the
bedrock in the Forsmark area thirteen times. And
yet our investigations so far show that the rock
has been only slightly affected. The safety assessments will remain an important part of our work
until 2060. If new problems crop up, we will
hopefully be able to solve them as we go along.
“Moreover, our solution gives future generations the option of retrieving the fuel if they want
to use the energy in the waste or manage it in
some other way. We have solved the problem, no
doubt about that. But the method we have developed leaves other options open,” stresses Claes.
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The regulatory authorities set limits on SKB’s
responsibility. Just as important as setting limits
on what this responsibility covers is deciding what
is “good enough”. Some of the most common
questions are: Why do you drill 20 holes and not
100? Why should the repository be located at a
depth of about 500 metres and not 1,000?
“Different factors have to be considered here,”
explains Olle. “We will optimize repository depth
depending on the properties of the rock on the
selected site. A depth of 400–700 metres is appropriate. If we go much deeper, construction becomes more difﬁcult, since the rock stresses increase. As far as the number of boreholes is concerned, we have judged that about 20 cored boreholes (from which a whole drill core is retrieved)
are needed to determine the location of the
repository well enough and start the work of
building tunnels and shafts. This yields additional
knowledge and more detailed data on the rock at
repository depth.”
Claes explains that the nuclear waste disposal
system is both technically and scientiﬁcally robust. The questions that arise and the details that
need to be improved can be solved during the
course of the work.
“As the investigations are completed, the construction work proceeds and the deep repository
takes shape, we will obtain increasingly detailed
knowledge of the site and the rock that will beneﬁt the ensuing work.”
Many are involved
All relevant data and other results are presented
in the reports included in the EIS, which we will
submit to SKI and the Environmental Court after
the site investigations are ﬁnished. The EIS must
satisfy the requirements of the regulatory authorities and present the results of the consultations
with affected parties. But the law doesn’t tell us
exactly what to do. This is something that
emerges gradually in a process. Many parties are
involved: SKB, the municipality, interest groups,
authorities, the scientiﬁc community, various experts and affected people.
SKB is collaborating with a number of countries and organizations that work with nuclear
waste issues. We have cooperative research agreements with several organizations in the EU as
well as Japan, Switzerland, the USA and Canada.
“The international contacts are important for
being able to compare different methods for cal36

SWEDISH-FINNISH COOPERATION ON
DEEP REPOSITORY TECHNOLOGY
SKB and our Finnish counterpart, Posiva Oy, collaborate on research and technology development for nuclear waste management. This is
natural given that our national programmes are
approaching the final goal. Furthermore, Finland
and Sweden are using the same method, based
on the principle of isolating the waste in the
bedrock. We are both only disposing of the
waste produced in our own country, and our
bedrocks exhibit no appreciable differences.
Posiva has come a little further in the siting
process than we have. The Finnish parliament
has decided that the final repository for spent
nuclear fuel is to be built in the municipality of
Euraåminne.
In its site investigations in Forsmark and
Oskarshamn, SKB is benefiting from Posiva’s
experience from its own site investigations
during the ’80s and ’90s.
While Finland is ahead in the siting process,
SKB has accumulated more knowledge concerning deep repository technology and has
tested it under realistic conditions. A large part
of our current collaboration concerns the
design and fabrication of the copper canister.
OTHER COUNTRIES GET HELP
Since 1984, SKB has shared its know-how with
many countries with radioactive waste. Around
250 consulting assignments have been carried
out. Since 2001, this work takes place in a
subsidiary of SKB. Called SKB International
Consultants AB (SKB IC), this company works
solely with international assignments. The company capitalizes on knowledge and experience
gained from the Swedish nuclear waste programme. They cover the whole nuclear waste
field, from low- and intermediate-level waste
(LILW) to spent nuclear fuel. In recent years,
SKB IC has particularly worked with countries
where nuclear waste has created big environmental problems, for example the Baltic States
and Russia.

culations and analyses, as well as for a thorough
discussion and evaluation of the results. Cooperation also means our resources can be better utilized. It also gives us an opportunity to engage the
foremost experts in different ﬁelds.
“However, international cooperation does not
mean that Sweden will accept nuclear waste from
other countries,” emphasizes Claes. But if Sweden and Finland can show that it is possible to
build deep repositories and put them into operation, this will increase the pressure on other nuclear power countries to follow suit.
First off the mark
Sweden and Finland may thus be the ﬁrst countries in the world to implement a ﬁnal disposal solution. In this we at SKB are collaborating with
our counterpart in Finland, Posiva Oy.
“Finland is our twin, and it is a strength for
both of us to be able to support each other’s programmes. The methods we have chosen are technically and scientiﬁcally similar,” says Olle. “This
has lead to close cooperation in technology development, research, and safety assessment. This
cooperation gives both us and those who will
review us a good reference for our choice of
methods, strategy and scope of work. Sometimes

we have different priorities, which leads to internal discussions as to whether we are overworking
certain parts or should shift our resources to
something else.”
Back to nature
SKB as a company does not expect to see its 90th
birthday. Our operations will be wound up in
around 2060. That is when the short timeline
ends. Nature takes over, and the radioactive materials in the deep repository gradually decay.
After about 100,000 years the long timeline also
comes to an end. The radioactivity is once again
in equilibrium with nature.
SKB will hopefully then be able to look back
on a job well done. In one sense, the solutions
were close at hand. The basic principles were to
be found in nature itself. We have then analyzed,
copied and reﬁned these solutions. The ﬁnal result is a system in harmony with man and nature.
One waste problem has been solved, but many
others remain. Hopefully, SKB’s methodical work
will show others the way when it comes to safety
assessments, methods, technology and consensus
building.
As for us, we would like to say that our mission
is completed. A mission in time.
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Safety assessment as a method
SKB performs safety assessments regularly. There we study what long-term effects
a deep repository for spent nuclear fuel will have on man and the environment.
The analyses help us to prioritize our research efforts by showing us where the
knowledge gaps are.
The point of departure in a safety assessment is a
thorough description of what the deep repository for
spent nuclear fuel looks like when it has been built
and closed. As time passes, conditions in the repository will change. Many changes are unavoidable,
being caused by internal processes in the repository.
Some of these processes are chemical, such as
corrosion of the canister. Others are thermal, caused
by the heat generated by the radioactivity in the fuel.
Yet others are hydraulic and are related to the flow of
groundwater and gas. The changes may also be mechanical, caused by movements of the rock. Mathematical models must often be used to describe the
long-term evolution of the repository.
The safety assessment mainly examines what happens with the copper canister and how long it is able
to isolate the spent fuel. As long as the canister is intact, no radionuclides can escape and be carried up
to the surface by the groundwater.
In the safety assessment we also look at the consequences of changes in the environment. Different
scenarios are posited:
What happens if one or more of the copper canisters are defective from the start? How will an ice age
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or an earthquake affect the repository? And what happens if future generations decide to dig up the fuel?
Or happen to run into it by mistake?
Most difficult of all is to foresee what society will
look like in the future and how people will act. This is
one reason we are building a deep repository – so the
waste won’t remain on the ground surface too long.
Together, the various scenarios provide a reasonable picture of what could happen in the future and
what the consequences would be for the repository.
How is it possible to make calculations based on
uncertain figures, or pure assumptions, concerning
conditions far in the future? An important part of a
safety assessment is clarifying what we don’t know.
Both qualitative and quantitative uncertainties can
often be handled with pessimistic assumptions. The
worst possible case defines the limit.
The conclusion is that the canister will remain intact for at least 100,000 years. There is no free oxygen in Swedish groundwater at great depth that could
corrode the canister. The low concentrations of other
corrosive substances reaching the canister have only
marginal effects. Nor will movements in the rock pose
a threat to the canister.

We learn a great deal about the past and future of the rock from analyses of drill cores
from the site investigations.

MAIN FEATURES IN THE EVOLUTION
OF THE REPOSITORY
0–100 years

During the first hundred years after closure, radioactive decay continues and the radiotoxicity of the
spent fuel declines. The radioactive decay process
generates heat and the repository heats up. The outside of the canister reaches a peak temperature of
90°C after about ten years.
The buffer absorbs water flowing into the surrounding rock at an early stage. At the time of deposition
the buffer is about 80 percent saturated with water.
After around ten years the bentonite has absorbed all
the water it can. The exact time to saturation depends
on the size of the water flux in the surrounding rock.
As the buffer becomes saturated with water, the
groundwater level above the repository is gradually
restored.
The chemical conditions are disturbed by oxygen
entering the tunnels in air from the surface. Certain
engineering materials, for example cement, can also
disturb chemical conditions. We assume that chemical conditions have returned to what they were originally about 100 years after closure.
100–10,000 years
During this period, the fuel’s radiotoxicity declines
from 60 percent to 0.6 percent of what it was at deposition. Heating of the rock continues and leads to
stress build-up. Some of the stresses cause the rock

to expand. This in turn affects the fracture system.
Some fractures widen, while others close. But the
forces are not so great as to form new fractures.
This period leads to no great changes in the flows
of water in the rock. The buffer is saturated with
water and the flows are roughly the same as before
the repository was built. With time, however, land uplift will affect the flows slightly.
Hardly any corrosive substances reach the canister during this period. The buffer’s permeability is so
low that corrosive substances are transported very
slowly.
10,000–100,000 years
Major climate changes are expected during this
period, bringing permafrost and ice sheets similar to
those that have occurred in the past. This creates
new chemical and mechanical stresses on the canister, but the repository is designed to withstand these
conditions as well.
After 100,000 years the radiotoxicity of the fuel has
declined to about 0.05 percent of what it was at
deposition. There are still small quantities of radionuclides that could move fairly easily through the
repository’s barriers if the canister were damaged.
But the radioactivity of the fuel is roughly the same
now as that of the quantity of uranium ore from which
the fuel was originally made.
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Facts
OWNERS

Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB
(SKB) is owned by the Swedish
nuclear power utilities Vattenfall
AB, Sydkraft Kärnkraft AB, OKG
Aktiebolag and Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB.
ORGANIZATION

The company has more than 200
employees and a network of external resources. Day-to-day operation of our facilities is contracted
out and occupies approximately
150 persons. Several hundred university researchers and consultants are engaged for research, investigations and related activities.
SKB’s POLICY

cal disposal. In recent years, SKB
IC has particularly worked with
countries where the waste has
created big environmental problems, for example the Baltic States
and Russia. But countries such as
Japan and France are also clients.
Examples of completed assignments in Eastern Europe are the
cleanup of the decommissioned
Soviet submarine facility at Paldiski
in Estonia and improvement of
waste management at the Ignalina
nuclear power plant in Lithuania.
Several high-priority projects are
being conducted on the Kola
Peninsula involving, for example,
management of nuclear submarine
fuel at naval bases. The picture
below shows Andreeva Bay.

We manage Sweden’s spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste so
that human health and the environment are protected in both the
short and long term. This mission
is an important part of the national
environmental objective of a safe
radiation environment.
CONSULTING ASSIGNMENTS

Since 1984, we at SKB have
shared our know-how with many
countries with radioactive waste.
Around 250 consulting assignments have been carried out.
Since 2001, this work takes place
in a subsidiary of SKB. Called
SKB International Consultants AB
(SKB IC), this company works
solely with international assignments. The company’s services
are based on knowledge and experience from the Swedish nuclear
waste programme. They cover the
whole nuclear waste field, from
low- and intermediate-level waste
(LILW) to spent nuclear fuel.
The assignments often involve
safety assessments of old, antiquated waste dumps and feasibility studies of how to deal with
them. Similarly, studies are conducted in the field of deep geologi40

SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT
AND QUALITY WORK

SKB has an Integrated Management System, and in 2001 the
company was certified to ISO
9001:1994 and ISO 14001:1996.
Together with our contractors, we
conduct quality and environmental
work in our facilities aimed at constant improvements. For new facilities, methods and technology, we
pursue preventive safety and environmental work in order to minimize the level of intrusion and
nuisance for man and the environment. A large part of the work is
done as a part of environmental
impact assessment.
FINANCING

The costs of nuclear waste management are included in the price

of electricity. Today, just under one
öre (a tenth of a euro cent) per
kWh of electricity (around SEK
500 million per year) goes to the
Nuclear Waste Fund. The money
is deposited in interest-bearing
accounts at the National Debt
Office or in government bonds.
The total cost of waste management plus decommissioning of the
NPPs is estimated to be about
SEK 67 billion. The Fund is estimated to contain about SEK 30
billion at the end of 2003. So far
about SEK 17 billion has been
spent.
REGULATORY AUTHORITIES

SKB’s work is overseen by the
state via regulatory authorities and
the Government. Every three years
we submit an account of how the
work is progressing. This is done
in a research report called the
RD&D-Programme (Research,
Development and Demonstration).
The Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate, SKI, reviews,
oversees and promotes safety at
Sweden’s nuclear facilities.
The Swedish Radiation Protection Authority, SSI, oversees all
radiation protection in Sweden.
SKB’s work is subject to the following laws:
Nuclear Activities Act (SFS
1984:3). This act provides that the
reactor owner bears technical and
financial responsibility for management and disposal of the waste.
Radiation Protection Act (SFS
1988:220). This law regulates
radiation doses to personnel and
the public, for example in connection with waste management and
final disposal.
Financing Act (SFS 1992:1537).
Regulates fees for waste management and requirements on financial
guarantees.

Facts
Environmental Code (SFS
1998:808). Several older laws
have been consolidated into a
single code. The purpose of the
Environmental Code is that the
same rules should apply to all environmentally hazardous activities.
One of these is the precautionary
principle, which requires that the
necessary precautions be observed to prevent damage or detriment to human health and the environment. The Environmental Code
also contains rules governing environmental impact assessments
(EIA) and the consultations to be
held in connection with them.
HISTORY
– SOME MILESTONES

1972
The Government takes the initiative
in forming a central organization in
the nuclear fuel sector: the company that will become Svensk Kärnbränsleförsörjning AB (SKBF).
1973
SKBF is formed by the nuclear
power producers and starts
operation.

sitory for radioactive operational
waste) at Forsmark.
The transport ship m/s Sigyn is
commissioned.

1977
The first report on nuclear fuel
safety, KBS-1, is published.

1997
Project start for feasibility study in
Oskarshamn.

1983
The third report on nuclear fuel
safety, KBS-3, is published. A supplementary research programme is
published the following year.
1984
SKBF is reorganized to become
Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB
(SKB).
The Government states that the
KBS-3 method “in its entirety has
been found essentially acceptable
with regard to safety and radiation
protection.” However, a final decision on choice of method requires
further research and development.

1998
The research programme (RD&D
98) is submitted with an account
of alternative solutions, system
analysis, siting data and site selection criteria.
Project start for feasibility study in
Tierp.
Canister Laboratory is commissioned.
1999
Project start for feasibility studies
in Hultsfred and Älvkarleby.
2000

1985
CLAB is commissioned.
1988

Evaluation of the feasibility studies
and supplementary account to the
Government concerning choice of
sites for site investigations.

SFR is commissioned.
2001
Äspö is chosen as the site of an
underground rock laboratory.

1976
The state AKA Committee formed
to investigate radioactive waste
publishes its final report.

Project start for feasibility studies
in Nyköping and Östhammar.

1992
The third research programme
(RD&D 92) is submitted to the
authorities. Discussions are initiated
with municipalities regarding feasibility studies for the siting of a deep
repository for spent nuclear fuel.

1978

1993

The second report on nuclear fuel
safety, KBS-2, is published.

Project start for feasibility study in
Storuman.

1980

1994

Regulatory authorities and Government approve the account in the
supplement to the research programme RD&D 98, giving SKB the
go-ahead to proceed with the
siting process.
Decision on site investigation in
Östhammar Municipality.
SKB forms the wholly-owned subsidiary SKB International Consultants AB (SKB IC).
2002

Permit to build CLAB (central
interim storage facility for spent
nuclear fuel) in Oskarshamn.

Project start for feasibility study in
Malå.
1995

1982
Permit to build SFR (final repo-

Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL)
is commissioned.

Decision on site investigation in
Oskarshamn Municipality.
The Government rules that SKB’s
research programme (RD&D 01)
meets the requirements of the
Nuclear Activities Act.
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Facts
2002
The site investigations are commenced. They are expected to be
concluded in 2008, with the submission of an application for the
deep repository.
FACILITIES

SFR
– Final repository for
radioactive operational waste

Capacity: Storage: 5,000 tonnes
of uranium, 8,000 tonnes after
expansion.
Reception: About 220 tonnes of
uranium/year plus 6 storage canisters of core components/year.
Surface facility: Reception,
offices, ventilation, electricity.
Underground facility: Storage
pools (25–30 metres beneath the
surface).
Personnel: About 80 Full-Time
Equivalents.
Contractor: OKG Aktiebolag
m/s Sigyn
– a specially built ship for transporting radioactive waste

Location: Adjacent to Forsmark
Nuclear Power Station, Östhammar Municipality.
Start of operation: 1988
Capacity: 63,000 cubic metres of
waste.
Reception: About 1,000 cubic
metres of waste per year, of which
about 10–20 cubic metres from
medical care, industry and
research.
Surface facility: Offices, terminal,
workshop and ventilation.
Underground facility: 4 rock
vaults, 1 silo and operations centre
(about 50 metres beneath the
seabed).
Personnel: About 12 Full-Time
Equivalents.
Contractor: Forsmarks
Kraftgrupp AB
CLAB
– Central interim storage
facility for spent nuclear fuel
Location: Adjacent to the Oskarshamn Nuclear Power Station,
Oskarshamn Municipality.
Start of operation: 1985
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Launched: 1982
Length overall: 90 metres
Breadth: 18 metres
Deadweight tonnage: 2,044
tonnes
Gross tonnage 4,166 tonnes
Payload: 1,400 tonnes
Draught fully loaded: 4 metres
Cruising speed: 12 knots
Personnel: 2 crews of 12 persons
each.
Contractor: Rederiaktiebolaget
Gotland
Encapsulation plant (planned)
Location: The preferred alternative
is to locate the facility directly
adjacent to CLAB, otherwise at
the deep repository.
Start of operation: Active trial
operation and operating licence
2017.
Encapsulation capacity: 200
canisters/year. A total of about
4,500 canisters will be needed if
nuclear power is operated until
2025.
Personnel: About 40 persons.
Deep repository for spent
nuclear fuel (planned)
Location: About 500 metres down
in the Swedish bedrock. Siting
work is under way, with site investigations at two sites.

Start of operation: Initial operation
2017, with 5–10 percent of the nuclear fuel. Regular operation 2023.
Disposal capacity: About 4,500
canisters.
Reception capacity: 1 canister/
day in regular operation.
Surface facility: Offices, production building, storeroom, service
building. The operations area will
be about 500 x 300 metres. In addition there is an area for handling
rock of about 700 x 250 metres.
Underground facility: A 1–2
square kilometre area for tunnels
and access roads.
Personnel: 400–600 persons
during the construction phase.
About 150 persons during initial
operation. About 220 persons
during regular operation.
Final repository for long-lived
low- and intermediate-level
waste (planned)
A special final repository is needed
for long-lived LILW. It will mainly
house core components and reactor internals from the decommissioning of the nuclear power
plants. Waste from Studsvik will
also be disposed of here.
Location: At the deep repository
for spent nuclear fuel, separate
from the encapsulated fuel, or
somewhere else.
Start of operation and capacity:
To be decided later.
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Äspö HRL
Location: Äspö, outside Oskarshamn.
Start of operation: 1995
(construction start 1990)
Surface facility: Research village
Underground facility: A 3,600
metre long tunnel to a depth of
460 metres.
Personnel: 17 employees, plus
consultants.

Facts
Canister Laboratory
Location: At the harbour in
Oskarshamn.
Start of operation: 1998
Personnel: About 10 persons.
PUBLIC INFORMATION

Communications are an important
part of SKB’s work. We receive
many visitors to our facilities and
research laboratories. “Urberg
500” is an exhibition at the Äspö
HRL. It includes a trip underground, where the visitor gets to
see the dress rehearsal for the
construction of a deep repository.
In SFR there is an exhibition down
in the rock adjacent to the repository, and in CLAB you can see
how spent nuclear fuel is interimstored.
All over the country, SKB has
given information to the public,
schools, opinion-makers and local
politicians. For many years we
have toured with mobile exhibitions, both on a trailer and on
board our transport ship m/s
Sigyn.
Furthermore, we have visited
workplaces, municipal residents
and part-time residents during the
feasibility studies, and arranged
field trips to our facilities. These
activities are continuing during the
site investigation phase.
The latest news on our work is
posted on www.skb.se. There you
can also order information material
and reports free of charge.
We also host an annual event
called “SKB Day”. It is a conference to which we invite politicians,
local leaders and representatives of
the mass media and the research
and business communities to a
debate on topical issues.
SKB’s RESEARCH

Research and technology development is led by some 25 persons at
SKB, most of whom hold doctorates. They in turn place contracts

with universities and various special laboratories in Sweden and
abroad. In this manner, a total of
150–200 researchers in Sweden,
other European countries, the USA
and Japan are engaged in SKB’s
research. Some 15 or so countries
are involved altogether.
Äspö HRL – Hard Rock
Laboratory for field experiments

Much of the research on radioactive waste is conducted at the
Äspö HRL outside Oskarshamn.
Goals of the Äspö HRL:
• To develop and test methods
for investigating the bedrock.
• To refine and test methods for
adapting the deep repository to
the local properties of the rock.
• To obtain a better scientific
understanding of the safety of
the deep repository.
• To develop, test and demonstrate the technology that will
be used in the deep repository.

The HRL is one of the first of
its kind in the world, which is one
of the reasons why experts from
other countries and organizations
come here to conduct field experiments in cooperation with SKB.
Examples of experiments and tests
in the Äspö tunnel:
• Transport of water in fracture
zones.
• Salinity of the water.
• Transport of radioactive particles through different materials.
• Tests of water and gas flows in
the rock.
• Oxygen consumption by microbes and bacteria in the rock.
• How radioactive particles
adhere to the rock if they
escape from the canister.
• Technology for filling and plugging tunnels.
• Sampling of water in the rock
mass to determine its age and
origin.
• Behaviour of the bentonite over
long periods of time in an environment similar to that in a
future deep repository.
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The Äspö HRL has an underground portion and a surface facility. On the surface is a research
village, under ground a 3,600
metre long tunnel down to a depth
of 460 metres.
Various experiments are conducted in the niches and branches
of the tunnel. The purpose is to
find out how the repository’s barriers (copper canister, bentonite
buffer and rock) prevent radioactive substances in the spent fuel
from reaching the ground surface.
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Our way of life gives rise to hazardous waste.
Some of it is radioactive. We in Sweden bear a
common responsibility for our country’s radioactive waste. It must not be passed on to future
generations, but rather be managed and disposed of today.
Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB, SKB,
(the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co) has been assigned this task. A task
that is an important environmental measure.
The waste must be managed and disposed of
so that human health and the environment are
protected, in both the short and long term.
In this publication we describe our company.
We talk about our mission, our history and our
plans for the future. Many players have a clear
role in this mission, where trust and consultation are accorded the same importance as
safety and responsibility. In what way is the
waste hazardous? How can we find a site for a
deep repository? What will happen in 100,000
years? Accompany us on a journey in time
– concerning a mission in time!

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co
Box 5864, SE-102 40 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone +46 8 459 84 00 Fax +46 8 661 57 19
www.skb.se info@skb.se

